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A B S T R A C T

The current study aims to examine the influence of incorporating different emotional design
approaches into multimedia on 7th grade middle school students’ positive emotions, mental ef-
fort investments and learning achievements (recall and transfer). To this end, four different in-
structional materials were created. Each material was identical, with only the extent of emotional
design differing. For the Neutral Design (ND) group, none of the emotional design principles were
used (monochromatic grayscale). For the Colorful Design (CD) group, attention-grabbing, bright
and saturated colors were added to the material. For the Anthropomorphic Design (AD) group,
expressive facial expressions (anthropomorphism of lifeless objects and expressive facial ex-
pressions of human characters) were incorporated into the material. Finally, for the
Anthropomorphic Design and Sound Effects (ADSE) group, interesting sound effects were also
used. The study was conducted at a middle school with a group of 106 students. Positive emo-
tions were measured using an emWave emotion detection device. Results revealed that positive
emotions generally increased as the amount of emotional design features increased. However,
while students who used the Colorful Design invested more mental effort compared to students
who used the Neutral Design, students who used the Anthropomorphic Design and Sound Effects
(ADSE) invested less mental effort compared to students who used the Colorful Design. In ad-
dition, students who used the Colorful Design outperformed students who used the Neutral
Design in terms of their recall scores. No significant difference in terms of transfer of learning
scores was observed across the groups. Results were discussed with respect to different views in
the literature regarding the use of emotional design in multimedia.

1. Introduction

Despite a long history in educational research, affective factors have been somewhat overlooked in research on multimedia
learning (Astleitner & Wiesner, 2004; Leutner, 2014; Mayer, 2014a). This may be because traditional multimedia theory is based on a
cold cognitivist approach which ignores the regulatory roles of motivation on cognition (Astleitner & Wiesner, 2004; Park,
Flowerday, & Brünken, 2015). With recent theoretical developments in multimedia learning (e.g., Moreno, 2006, Cognitive Affective
Theory of Learning with Media or CATLM), there is considerable concern about the use of affective design issues in multimedia.
Accordingly, emotional design in multimedia learning has been offered by researchers with the expectation of improving learners’
motivation to learn (Mayer & Estrella, 2014; Park, Knörzer, Plass, & Brünken, 2015; Plass, Heidig, Hayward, Homer, & Um, 2014;
Um, Plass, Hayward, & Homer, 2012).
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Emotional design in multimedia is a relatively new approach, with studies regarding emotional design in their “infancy” (Mayer &
Estrella, 2014, p. 12). Besides, most studies on emotional design compared multimedia materials that used multi-dimensional op-
erationalization of emotional design (i.e., use of color, anthropomorphism and baby-face bias together) with neutral design. More-
over, when measuring emotion, researchers suggest that more direct measurement tools may be utilized (Dong, 2007; Mayer &
Estrella, 2014). Therefore, this current study investigates the effect of emotional design on learning in a gradually increased manner
rather than considering all emotional design elements together. Furthermore, instead of self-reported paper-and-pencil-based mea-
sures, the emWave emotion detection system is used, which is a more direct measure to detect learning emotions.

2. Theoretical framework

2.1. Multimedia learning

Cognitive Load Theory (CLT) and Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning (CTML) assumes that the effectiveness of knowledge
acquisition is dependent on the optimal use of limited cognitive resources (Mayer, 2009; Paas & Sweller, 2014). The total cognitive
capacity is determined by three cognitive processing demands (Park, 2010). Extraneous cognitive processing refers to unnecessary
processing caused by poor instructional design. Essential cognitive processing is based on the intrinsic complexity or difficulty of the
material. Finally, generative cognitive processing refers to “cognitive processing that contributes to learning. It is caused by challenging
or motivating the learner to exert effort toward understanding the material” (Mayer & Moreno, 2010, p. 133). Based on cognitive
constraints, the goals of the instruction are to minimize extraneous processing, manage essential processing and foster generative
processing (Mayer, 2009). Principles about minimizing extraneous and managing essential processing are well-documented in the
literature on multimedia learning. However, little is known about fostering generative processing (Mayer, 2009, 2014a, 2014b;
Mayer & Estrella, 2014).

The limitation of a pure cold cognitivist approach is that the mind and thinking are considered as entirely objective, cold,
mechanical and rational (Dai & Sternberg, 2004). One can argue that similar problems exist for multimedia learning. Previously, the
use of affective factors in multimedia learning was discouraged, since these elements were seen as a source for extraneous cognitive
load. However, the potential motivational benefits of affective design elements should not be dismissed, although they can interfere
with learning (Park et al., 2015). Therefore, the traditional cold cognition approach should be reframed by adopting a more in-
tegrative approach to multimedia learning that considers non-cognitive as well as cognitive parameters (Astleitner & Wiesner, 2004;
Park et al., 2015). CATLM (Moreno, 2006) is one prominent theory that combines both cognitive and affective functioning, which
extends Mayer's CTML by adding new assumptions such as (a) affective mediation, (b) metacognitive mediation and (c) individual
differences. The current study is mainly concerned with the affective mediation assumption which argues that “motivational factors
mediate learning by increasing or decreasing cognitive engagement” (Moreno, 2006, p. 151).

2.2. Emotions and cognitive processing

Based on previous studies, Park et al. (2015) defined emotions as “individuals’ judgments about the world that are evoked as a
reaction to and an interaction with certain stimuli” (p. 31). The current study adopted this definition in line with its purpose.
Moreover, similar to previous studies on emotional design, the current study does not focus on specific types of emotions, but on the
valence (positive or negative) dimension of emotion.

The effect of emotion on cognition could be addressed under two competing hypotheses: suppression and facilitation (Oaksford,
Morris, Grainger, & Williams, 1996). According to the suppression hypothesis, memory resources are limited and non-cognitive
elements such as emotion can be seen as sources for extraneous cognitive load that can interfere with learning (Astleitner & Wiesner,
2004; Park et al., 2015). Emotional states, either positive or negative, may lead to task-irrelevant thoughts that impair cognitive
performance (Seibert & Ellis, 1991). Positive mood can have deleterious effects on cognition when the task requires executive control
(Oaksford et al., 1996). On the other hand, facilitation hypothesis postulates that positive emotions facilitate cognitive processing
(Fredrickson, 1998) by broadening the scope of attention (Fredrickson & Branigan, 2005), improving creative problem solving (Isen,
Daubman, & Nowicki, 1987), facilitating memory encoding and retrieval of affectively valent information (Nasby & Yando, 1982).
Besides, positive emotions foster intrinsic and extrinsic motivation (Isen & Reeve, 2005). Positive activating emotions such as en-
joyment of learning can increase student interest and thereby their motivation to learn (Pekrun, Frenzel, Goetz, & Perry, 2007).

2.3. Emotional design for multimedia learning

Recent research has shown that multimedia materials could be designed in a way to induce positive emotions (Chen & Wang,
2011; Plass et al., 2014; Um et al., 2012). One approach to inducing positive emotions is emotional design; which is “trying to make
the core elements in a lesson more emotionally appealing through giving them human-like features (for example, symmetrical faces
with facial expressions) and rendering them in enjoyable colors” (Clark & Mayer, 2016, p. 224).

In order to spice-up an otherwise boring lesson, previous research mainly concentrated on the concept of seductive details, which
are defined as interesting, entertaining but irrelevant information that are not directly related to the learning objective (Clark &
Lyons, 2010; Mayer, 2009). Studies have provided evidence that interesting design elements do not always result in enhanced
learning, especially when only tangentially related to the learning objective. Consequently, due to capacity limitation of the working
memory, using seductive details in multimedia has not been encouraged (Harp & Mayer, 1997, 1998). On the other hand, emotional
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design in multimedia suggests a new way of incorporating motivation into multimedia. Unlike seductive details, emotional design
does not add extraneous information (e.g., interesting but irrelevant details) to the material; rather it manipulates the intrinsic
features of design elements (i.e., interesting and relevant design features) (Heidig, Müller, & Reichelt, 2015).

Previous research on emotional design in multimedia employed various design techniques such as appealing color combinations
(Mayer & Estrella, 2014; Plass et al., 2014; Um et al., 2012), anthropomorphism (attributing human characteristics to non-human
entities) (Mayer & Estrella, 2014; Park et al., 2015; Plass et al., 2014; Um et al., 2012), baby-face bias, rounded objects and figures
(Plass et al., 2014; Um et al., 2012), and interesting sounds (Moreno & Mayer, 2000).

Research has shown that colors affect emotions (e.g., Boyatzis & Varghese, 1994; Kaya & Epps, 1998). In general, cool colors such
as blue, green and purple are regarded as “restful” and “quiet”, while warm colors such as red, yellow and orange are considered
“active” and “stimulating” (Ballast, 2002; as cited in Kaya & Epps, 1998, p. 397). Children primarily prefer bright colors to dark colors
(Lohr, 2007); attributing positive emotional meanings to bright colors and negative emotional meanings to dark colors (Boyatzis &
Varghese, 1994). The use of highly-saturated colors makes images perceived more easily compared to the use of unsaturated colors.
In addition, in order to make certain elements more noticeable, instructional designers could consider the use of warm colors (Lohr,
2007).

Another design technique to elicit positive emotion is anthropomorphism or personification, which includes incorporating hu-
manoid features into lifeless objects (Clark & Mayer, 2016). Although animistic thought and “mechanistic, orthodox view of science”
conflict with each other, anthropomorphism and animism can be beneficial to promote students' science learning. They are simply
seen as a pedagogic strategy used to help teachers explain abstract concepts that are compatible with students’ understandings of the
concrete physical world (Kallery & Psillos, 2004; Watts & Bentley, 1991, 1994).

Another design approach is baby-face bias of cartoon-like characters, which refers to the tendency of perceiving things with baby-
faced features (e.g., large eyes, small noses, and high foreheads) as more likeable and attention-grabbing (Lidwell, Holden, & Butler,
2003). Cartoon-like characters initially draw children's attention and interest to the material and provide enjoyment by stimulating
the imagination (Dalacosta, Kamariotaki-Paparrigopoulou, Palyvos, & Spyrellis, 2009).

Adding interesting sounds and music is another way of making a multimedia more interesting. In previous research, interesting
sounds or music was used in the form of background music or environmental sounds (Moreno & Mayer, 2000). Research showed that
seductive details effect was found when background music was incorporated into the narrated multimedia animations. On the other
hand, seductive details effect was not observed, when context dependent sounds were used (Thalheimer, 2004).

The first known study on emotional design was conducted by Um et al., 2012. Emotional design included anthropomorphic
images, attention-grabbing color combinations and baby-like elements; whereas, neutral design involved only grayscale coloring. Um
et al., 2012 discovered that emotional design induced positive emotions among users. The internally induced emotions, by means of
emotional design, enhanced both comprehension and transfer domains of learning; whereas, externally induced emotions only
promoted transfer but not comprehension. Results also indicated that externally induced positive emotions resulted in higher levels of
mental effort investment than externally induced neutral emotions; however, there was no main mental effort effect for emotional
design. Plass et al. (2014) replicated the study of Um et al., 2012 and found that emotional design helped maintain and increase
positive mood state. Additionally, they observed that students taught by emotional design reported less difficulty and performed
better on comprehension but not on transfer test, while non-significant main effect for mental effort was found. Mayer and Estrella
(2014) conducted a similar study with college students and discovered that the emotional design group performed significantly better
than the neutral group on retention but not on transfer test. Additionally, the emotional design group invested greater mental effort
than the control group when study time was limited (Experiment 1), but no significant difference was observed in terms of invested
mental effort and perceived task difficulty when the study time was unlimited (Experiment 2).

Similarly, Brom, Hannemann, Stárková, Bromová, and Děchtěrenko (2016) found that anthropomorphic comical graphics added
to a black and white animation only affected retention, but not transfer, state engagement or positive affect. Qualitative analysis of
the interview data revealed that anthropomorphic graphics may serve as memory cues for students to remember parts of the in-
struction.

In order to test the effectiveness of emotional design, early studies compared multimedia materials which used multiple forms of
emotional design features (i.e. use of color, anthropomorphism and baby-face bias together) with neutral design (i.e. no emotional
design). However, when the effect of different design elements was decomposed, different results were obtained. For example, Plass
et al. (2014) [Experiment 2] demonstrated that while anthropomorphic rounded objects used independently from appealing colors
induced positive emotions, use of colors alone did not. It was also shown that both color and anthropomorphic rounded objects
enhanced comprehension. Transfer, on the other hand, was facilitated only by anthropomorphic rounded objects used together with
neutral colors. Results revealed no main or interaction effect for mental effort investment. Contrarily, Park et al. (2015) showed that
anthropomorphism had an attention-capturing effect, yet it had no significant effect on positive emotions or learning achievement
compared to the use of color on its own. In addition, no main effect for mental effort investment was found between groups taught
with and without anthropomorphism. These findings indicate that different emotional design elements lead to different results.

2.4. Problem statement

Previous research on the affect of emotional design in multimedia have been criticized for the following reasons. First, most of the
studies on emotional design were conducted with college students. Second, experiment times were quite short (Thalheimer, 2004)
due to the limitations of laboratory conditions. In order to increase ecological validity, longer experiment times within more au-
thentic environments may be needed (Mayer & Estrella, 2014; Park et al., 2015). Third, in most of the previous research, self-reported
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paper-and-pencil-based measures (e.g., Positive Affective Scale of PANAS, Watson, Clark, & Tellegen, 1988) were administered to
detect emotions (Plass et al., 2014; Um et al., 2012). For further studies, researchers recommend using more direct measures (Dong,
2007; Mayer & Estrella, 2014). Finally, as indicated, the discrimination of different design features and their distinctive effects on
positive emotions and learning was not at the expected level (Heidig et al., 2015). Therefore, the purpose of this current study is to
explore the effect of different emotional design features incorporated within multimedia instruction on positive emotions, mental
effort and academic achievement. Four multimedia materials were created, each of which differed in terms of emotional design extent
and complexity. The Neutral Design (ND) included only grayscale coloring; whilst in the Colorful Design (CD), grayscale coloring was
exchanged with bright, saturated, attention-grabbing colors. The Anthropomorphic Design (AD) involved expressive anthro-
pomorphism and positive exaggerated facial expressions of human characters. Finally, for Anthropomorphic Design and Sound Ef-
fects (ADSE), interesting sound effects were added to AD.

3. The current study

3.1. Research questions and hypotheses

The following research questions and hypotheses were formulated based on the purpose.
Research Question and Hypothesis 1. How do the use of different levels and complexity of emotional elements in multimedia

affect positive emotions? Based on the previous research, it was hypothesized that students’ positive emotions are significantly
affected by the use of different levels and complexity of emotional design in multimedia. More specifically, it was hypothesized that
as the amount of emotional design elements increase, positive emotions will also increase.

Research Question and Hypothesis 2. How do the use of different levels and complexity of emotional elements in multimedia
affect students' mental effort ratings? Based on the previous research, it was hypothesized that students’ mental effort ratings are
significantly affected by the use of different levels and complexity of emotional design in multimedia. More specifically, it was
hypothesized that as the amount of emotional design elements increase, mental effort will also increase.

Research Question and Hypothesis 3. How do the use of different levels and complexity of emotional elements in multimedia
instructional materials affect students’ learning achievement, controlling for the effect of prior knowledge and working memory
capacity? Based on the previous research, it was hypothesized that learning achievement is significantly affected by the use of
different levels and complexity of emotional design in multimedia, controlling for the effect of prior knowledge and working memory
capacity. More specifically, it was hypothesized that as the amount of emotional design elements increase, learning achievement
scores will also increase.

4. Method

4.1. Participants and design

Participants of the study were 113 7th grade students from a public middle school in an urban area of Turkey. The school had a
total of 14 classes for the 7th grade; of which, four classes were selected for the current study on the basis of their teacher's having
volunteered to participate in the study. Due to school regulations and a three week duration of the study, random assignment of
subjects to the conditions was not feasible. Instead, conditions were randomly assigned to the four classes. Seven students were absent
during some parts of the study. For this reason, their data were excluded from the statistical analysis. In total, data was gathered from
106 students (46% female and 54% male) for the study, with 28 students in the ND group (40% female and 60% male), 25 in the CD
group (48% female, 52% male), 28 in the AD group (54% female and 46% male), and 25 students in the ADSE group (44% female and
56% male). All of the students had previously taken the basic information technology and software course during their 5th and 6th
grades.

The study adopted a pretest/posttest quasi-experimental design. The dependent variables of the study were positive emotions,
mental effort ratings, and posttest achievement scores. The independent variable was the treatment condition. Pretest achievement
and working memory capacity were selected as covariates.

4.2. Design and development of multimedia instructional materials

Four types of multimedia learning software for four treatment conditions were developed within the scope of the study.
Multimedia materials were developed for the “Work, Energy, and Energy Conservation” subtopics of the 7th grade science curriculum
(Milli Eğitim Bakanlığı [Ministry of National Education], 2015). Learning outcomes determined by the Ministry of National Edu-
cation were regarded as a framework in developing the materials. In designing multimedia for the groups, Cognitive Theory of
Multimedia Learning (CTML) (Mayer, 2009) together with Cognitive Load Theory (CLT) (Paas & Sweller, 2014) were used as the-
oretical frameworks. For the design of storyboards and scenarios related to the materials, five science teachers, two subject area
experts, and an instructional designer were periodically consulted concerning their views and evaluations. For the development of the
multimedia software, an iterative process of development-evaluation-feedback-development was followed.

Neutral Design (ND) material included only grayscale coloring and served as the base version for all materials. A sample screenshot
from the ND material is provided in Fig. 1.

For the ND group, neutral facial expressions were used for humans. For instance, in the original version of the material, the
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character's facial expression was neutral and did not change whilst lifting weights (see Fig. 2).
The second version adopted the Colorful Design (CD) approach. For this group, saturated, bright, and attention-grabbing colors

were used instead of grayscale coloring. Both warm and cool colors were used in the design. As Lohr (2007) indicated, warm colors
tend to advance, whereas cool colors tend to recede. Based on this suggestion, warm colors were used for the main objects in the
screen, which were required to be focused upon. In this way, it was aimed to highlight the more important parts of the instruction. A
sample screenshot from the CD material is given in Fig. 3.

For the CD group, the facial expressions of human characters were the same as for the ND group. Neutral facial expressions were
used for human beings, whereas no facial expressions were used for lifeless objects. Fig. 4 shows a sample screenshot depicting a
human character used for the CD group.

Fig. 1. Sample screenshot from the ND material.

Fig. 2. Sample screenshot of a human character from the ND material.
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The third material adopted the Anthropomorphic Design (AD) approach in which expressive anthropomorphism was used for
lifeless objects. For example, when an object's energy increased, the facial expression of the related object became more positive,
depicting a smiling face (see Fig. 5).

For the AD group, to increase positive emotions and decrease negative emotions, human characters were depicted as having
positive facial expressions with smiling faces. However, the facial expressions used for humans were expressive rather than stable. In
other words, characters’ facial expressions changed based on what they were doing. Fig. 6 represents a human character used for the
AD group:

The last material adopted the Anthropomorphic Design and Sound Effects (ADSE) approach. In addition to expressive facial ex-
pressions, interesting context-dependent sound effects were also used. For example, when an animation depicted the force of friction

Fig. 3. Sample screenshot from the CD material.

Fig. 4. Sample screenshot of a human character from the CD material.
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on a rough surface, a friction sound effect was also added. As the screenshot for ADSE would visually match that used for AD, no
screenshot for ADSE is provided.

4.3. Data collection instruments

4.3.1. emWave desktop Emotion Recognition Technology
There are many new approaches such as Cardiovascular Measures, EMG, fMRI, EEG and EDA to identify human emotions (El-

Nasr, Morie, & Drachen, 2010). The current study employed emWave Desktop Emotion Recognition Technology (see Fig. 7), one of
the cardiovascular measures of emotion detection. emWave was originally a stress detector developed by the HeartMath Institute.
The system comprises of an ear pulse sensor, a USB module and software that plots the heart rhythm in real time. The sensor measures

Fig. 5. Sample screenshot from the AD material.

Fig. 6. Sample screenshot of a human character from the AD material.
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the speed of blood flow reaching to the ear lobe per unit of time and calculates Heart Rate (HR) and Heart Rate Variability (HRV)
values.

The emWave system works according to changes between the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems of the Automatic
Nervous System (ANS). The sympathetic nervous system accelerates the HR by stimulating cardiac muscles. Conversely, the para-
sympathetic nervous system decreases the HR and is responsible for the maintenance and control of the internal organs when at rest
(Hasan, Bègue, & Bushman, 2013). Incoherence between the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems is observed when the
subject feels negative emotions (Childre & Cryer, 2004; as cited in Hasan et al., 2013). In contrast, when a subject feels positive
emotions, increased synchronization or harmony is observed between the two components of the ANS (Bradley et al., 2010). This
situation is also termed as the coherence state (Rozman, McCraty, & Tomasino, 2008). Coherence refers to the psychophysiological
state “reflected by a smooth, sine wave-like (coherent) pattern in the heart rhythms” (Rozman et al., 2008, p. 197). Instead of HR, the
emWave system uses HRV, which ignores momentary variations in the HR when the average HR is measured (Rozman et al., 2008).
The interface screen of the emWave software program is shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 8 shows a student's heart rhythm pattern and a set of values related to this pattern while studying multimedia instructional
material. The heart rhythm pattern can be seen at the top of the screen. The bottom-left of the screen shows the accumulated
coherence score of the subject, and the bottom-right displays the coherence ratios. The coherence ratios show the subject's psy-
chological coherence score based on HRV analysis. Along with the session, the coherence ratios scores are updated every 5 s in
association with the heart rhythm coherence. There are 3 bars in the coherence ratios graph. The red bar indicates low coherence
(Fig. 8 shows value= 12), the blue bar indicates medium coherence (Fig. 8 shows value= 24), and the green bar indicates high
coherence (Fig. 8 shows value=64).

Each bar shows the amount of time spent in low-, medium- and high-coherence zones by ratios, proportionate to the total time
spent in the complete session (emWave Pro Library, 2016). The red bar indicates low coherence between sympathetic and para-
sympathetic activity. This zone also indicates the amount of “negative emotions” experienced throughout the session. The blue bar

Fig. 7. emWave Emotion Recognition Technology and Students using Multimedia Instructional Materials.

Fig. 8. Heart Rhythm Pattern of Student who tends to Experience Positive Emotions.
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indicates medium coherence between sympathetic and parasympathetic activity. This zone also reflects the amount of “peaceful
emotions.” Finally, the green bar indicates high coherence between sympathetic and parasympathetic activity. This zone indicates the
amount of “positive emotions” experienced in the entire session (Chen & Wang, 2011). The sum of low-, medium- and high-coherence
ratios always equals to 100%. The positive emotion is calculated by adding medium coherence and high coherence values and found
to be 88 in this experiment (24 + 64). Based on the coherence values, it could be argued that the subject mostly experienced positive
emotions (total coherence value = 88) during the session. In addition, Heart Rhythms Patterns of the student were consistent with
the calculated coherence value, showing a smooth, consistent, sine-wave-like pattern.

4.3.2. Mental effort test
In the current study, Subjective Rating Scale was used to measure the subjects' mental efforts. The scale was originally developed

by Paas and Van Merriënboer (1993), and adapted to Turkish culture by Kılıç and Karadeniz (2004) (Cronbachs' α=0.78). Since the
current study lasted for a period of three weeks, the scale was implemented three times. At the end of each session, students rated
their perceived invested mental efforts through a single-item, nine-point scale ranging from “1 (very, very low mental effort)” to “9
(very, very high mental effort).” Lower scores indicate lower levels of perceived mental effort investment, while higher scores
indicate higher levels of perceived mental effort investment. Since the experiment required a three-week duration, the mean score of
mental effort investment was calculated by using each participants' scores obtained over the three weeks, and Cronbachs’α found to
be 0.79 for the scale in the current study.

4.3.3. Working memory measures
In the current study, working memory capacity was included in the analysis as covariate. Two measures were used (i.e., Mr.

Peanut and Backward Span) in order to detect students’ working memory capacity and a single measure was obtained by combining
the two test scores. The reason why both Mr. Peanut and Backward Digit Span tests were used is twofold. First, by combining the two
measures, it was expected to perform as a more reliable measurement of working memory capacity. Second, the researchers thought
that using the Mr. Peanut Test only may rely too heavily on visuospatial skills alone. Therefore, the researchers decided that using
both a measure with an audial element (Backward Digit Span) and one visuospatial would be a more reliable solution. Moreover, the
researchers also believed that the central executive component of working memory capacity may be involved in the Backward Digit
Span test, since the participants are required to recall items in reverse order (Kessels, van den Berg, Ruis, & Brands, 2008).

4.3.3.1. Mr. Peanut (Mr. Cucumber) test. Mr. Peanut or Mr. Cucumber Test is a Working Memory Capacity (WMC) test developed to
measure the visuospatial dimension of the working memory. The test was originally developed by Case (1985) to detect short-term
visual memory in a younger population. In this test, a clown figure (Mr. Peanut) who decorates himself with colored stickers is shown
to the participants. The task of the participants is to recall the locations of the stickers by showing the position of the stickers on the
clown's body. In the current study, a computerized version of the test (Inquisit Scripts, 2016) was used. Validity analysis of the Mr.
Peanut Test was conducted by Jager (2004). Among the types of the validities, concurrent validity was used. The scores of the
participants' responses to the Mr. Peanut Test were correlated with the scores of the participant responses to the WMC dimension of
the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC-IV), and a high, positive and significant correlation was found (r= 0.51) (Jager,
2004). Spearman–Brown split-half coefficients reliability analysis of the test was conducted by Morra and Camba (2009) and found to
be 0.81. For the current study, Spearman–Brown split-half coefficient reliability of the test was calculated based on a dichotomy of
odd–even items and was found to be 0.87.

4.3.3.2. Backward Digit Span test. In order to explore verbal WMC, Backward Digit Span Test of the Psychology Experiment Building
Language (PEBL) (Mueller & Piper, 2014) was employed. In the Backward Digit Span Test, participants are shown a series of digits.
The participant's task is to recall the digits in reverse order to the order that was shown to them. The highest numbers of digits
correctly typed in reverse order equals to the score of the subject's WMC (Morra, 1994). Reliability of the Backward Digit Span Test
was calculated by Morra and Camba (2009) based on the Spearman–Brown split-half coefficients and was found to be 0.78. Moreover,
citing the work of Wechsler (1981), Waters and Caplan (2003) reported test–retest reliability of the Backward Digit Span Test as 0.83.
For the current study, the Spearman–Brown split-half coeffient reliability was calculated as 0.80.

4.3.4. Work, energy, and Energy Conservation achievement test
The achievement test consisted of two parts; recall and transfer of learning. The test was used as a pretest before the experiment to

measure students' prior knowledge about the topic, and was repeated as a posttest after the experiment in order to measure the
students' level of achievement. The test was developed in line with the “Work, Energy, and Energy Conservation” subtopics’ learning
outcomes as determined by the curriculum (Milli Eğitim Bakanlığı [Ministry of National Education], 2015). During the development
of the achievement test, a committee of three science teachers and two subject-matter experts were periodically consulted in order to
determine the content validity, difficulty levels and congruence of the test items with the learning outcomes.

There were a total of 20 multiple-choice questions in the recall test (Cronbachs' α=0.72). The recall test items were developed on
the basis of the “remember” dimension of Bloom's taxonomy, “When the objective of instruction is to promote retention of the
presented material in much the same form in which it was taught, the relevant process category is remember” (Mayer, 2002, p. 228).
One of the recall test items states, “Which of the followings does gravitational energy depend on?” One point for each correct answer
and zero point for incorrect answers were awarded; hence, the participants' total scores obtained from recall test could vary from a
minimum score of zero to a maximum score of 20.
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There were a total of 14 open-ended items in the transfer test. According to Mayer (2002), dimensions other than remember
(Understand, Apply, Analyze, Evaluate, and Create) correspond to the transfer of learning which mostly focuses on measuring the
degree of how much meaningful learning occurs. A sample item used for the transfer test is as follows: “You can see a sparrow, an
eagle and a pigeon sitting in the branches of a tree at the same height. Compare these animals’ gravitational potential energies and
explain your conclusion.” One point for each correct answer and zero points for incorrect answers were awarded. Hence, the scores of
the participants obtained from transfer test could vary from a minimum of zero up to a maximum of 14. Two scorers independently
scored student responses to the open-ended items. As indicated by inter-rated reliability, there was a strong level of association
between the two scorers (ICC=96). After the scoring procedure was finalized, the two scorers met to compare their results by
discussing items which they had scored differently. The discussion concluded after the two scorers reached consensus on the scoring
of the specific item.

4.4. Procedures of the study

The experiment was conducted during the fall semester of the 2015–2016 academic year. The curriculum suggested a three-week
instructional period to cover the topics of “Work, Energy, and Energy Conservation” (Milli Eğitim Bakanlığı [Ministry of National
Education], 2015). Accordingly, the experimental investigation was carried out for a period of three weeks (one session per week).
However, the researchers spent an extra 2 weeks at the school before the actual start of the experiment. For one week, a pilot study
was implemented with volunteer students in order to test whether or not any technical problems existed, in terms of either hardware
or software, that had the potential to hinder the participant students from properly using the emWave Emotion Recognition Tech-
nology (ERT) or the multimedia instructional materials. After that, an orientation study was conducted for the students who were to
participate in the actual study in order to demonstrate the correct usage of the ear sensor and multimedia instructional materials.
During the orientation week, the researchers also collected data to determine the entry level characteristics of the students. First, in
order to examine the participants' prior knowledge levels, a pretest regarding the topics of “Work, Energy, and Energy Conservation”
was implemented. Second, for the detection of the students' working memory capacity levels, the Mr. Peanut (Mr. Cucumber) and
Backward Digit Span tests were applied to the students. During the subsequent three weeks, the actual experiment was conducted.
Students learned the topic with the aid of multimedia instructional materials individually, created based on different emotional
design approaches. Throughout the experiment, the students’ positive emotions while using the different types of multimedia in-
structional materials (ND, CD, AD, and ADSE) were detected and recorded using emWave Emotion Recognition Technology (ERT)
based on their Heart Rate Variability (HRV). Randomly selected classes were treated as groups. Therefore, each student belonged to
one of the groups (ND, CD, AD, or ADSE) and participated in learning and emWave sessions within the same groups.

Before the commencement of the experiment, the authorized researcher at the HeartMath Institute was contacted via email and
Skype. The HeartMath researcher suggested not using the emWave system throughout the whole session, since recording whole
sessions could produce noisy data, due to maintaining control of younger students during the experiment would be more challenging
compared to other age groups. Instead, the HeartMath researcher suggested that the emWave system should be applied for a certain
amount of time during the first and last periods of a session. Accordingly, for the first two weeks, the emWave system was used for the
first and last 15min of each session. For the third (final) week of the experiment, the emWave system was used for the first and last
5min of the session, due to the learning time duration for the material being shorter compared to the material in the first two weeks.

In summary, two datasets were collected each week, with a total of six datasets collected during the experiment (2×3 weeks= 6
datasets). After the experiment concluded, the same achievement test was administrated as a post achievement test. Finally, in order
to measure how much mental effort the students exerted during the learning process for each topic, a Subjective Rating Scale for
mental effort was implemented.

4.5. Data analysis

Both parametric and non-parametric techniques were implemented for the analysis of the data. The alpha significance level for
each quantitative analysis was set as 0.05. Before proceeding with the analysis, potential confounding variables (covariates) were
investigated. Selecting covariates depends on a variety of factors. First, the theoretical suggestions of previously published research
should be taken into consideration. Second, covariates should significantly correlate with the dependent variable (Pallant, 2010;
Stevens, 2009). Considering the first factor, the literature regarding Cognitive Load Theory (CLT) and Cognitive theory of multimedia
learning (CTML) revealed that prior knowledge and working memory capacity could be confounding variables for multimedia
learning (Plass, Kalyuga, & Leutner, 2010; Rey, 2012; Sanchez & Wiley, 2006). For the second factor, inter-correlations between the
variables were assessed (see Table 1).

Taking WMC and prior knowledge as potential confounding variables, it appears from Table 1 that these variables are not
significantly correlated with positive emotions and mental effort. On the other hand, both WMC and prior knowledge are significantly
correlated with post achievement scores (recall and transfer). Therefore, when comparing between-group emotional states (Hy-
pothesis 1) and mental efforts (Hypothesis 2), both WMC and prior knowledge were excluded as confounding variables (covariates).

To test Hypothesis 1, after each session, the students’ emotion data file (emwave.emdb) was extracted from the computers they
had used. Since the duration of the experiment time corresponds to three weeks and data was collected twice a week, a total of six
datasets (2× 3=6) was obtained. For each student, the average positive emotion was calculated by summing all of the datasets and
dividing that sum by the number of the datasets (n=6). Since normality analysis showed that the data did not distribute normally,
Independent Samples Kruskal-Wallis test was used.
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In order to test Hypothesis 2, first, the average mental effort exerted by the students was calculated by summing each week's
mental effort score and diving the score by the number of weeks (n= 3). Independent Samples Kruskal-Wallis test was conducted as
the data did not meet normality assumption for the mental effort.

To test Hypothesis 3, ANCOVA test was conducted twice; both for recall and transfer of learning. Students' prior knowledge (recall
and transfer) and working memory capacity (WMC) were taken as covariates. WMC score was calculated as the sum of students’
scores obtained from the Mr. Peanut and Backward Digit Span tests.

5. Results

5.1. Positive emotions

Independent Samples Kruskal-Wallis test was conducted to ascertain whether or not positive emotions were significantly affected
by use of different levels and complexity of emotional design in multimedia. Table 2 displays the results of the test. Results revealed a
statistically significant difference in positive emotion scores among treatment conditions, H (3)= 9.86, p= .020, indicating that
positive emotions were significantly affected by the use of different emotional design approaches in multimedia. Mean group ranks
were 48.59 for ND, 41.02 for CD, 58.02 for AD and 66.42 for ADSE. Another way to explore the group differences is to look at the box
plots generated for the groups (Field, 2013).

As Fig. 9 displays, medians related to positive emotion scores tend to increase across groups, as levels and complexity of emotional
design increase (i.e., from ND to ADSE). Follow-up tests with adjusted alpha values (Bonferroni correction) were conducted to
investigate group differences in detail. The effect size (r) was calculated by using the z/√N formula (Field, 2013). According to Cohen
(1988, 1992, as cited in Field, 2013), the effect sizes of 0.10, 0.30 and 0.50 indicate small, medium and large effects respectively.

Table 3 shows the results of pairwise comparisons. Results showed that the only significant difference with respect to positive
emotions was discovered between the ADSE and CD groups (p= .020), while other differences were insignificant. The mean rank was
66.42 for the ADSE and 41.02 for the CD group respectively. This result could be interpreted as using ADSE in multimedia produced
significant positive emotions in students compared to using CD.

Considering the effect sizes, the largest was observed in the CD-ADSE comparison, indicating a large effect (r=0.41). One
interesting point was that although the ND-ADSE comparison was not significant, the size of the effect was nearly medium (r=0.29),
showing that the use of ADSE in multimedia may have a practically moderate effect that contributes to the induction of positive
emotions in students compared to the use of ND. In the same manner, although the CD-AD comparison was not significant, the effect
size for this comparison was nearly medium (r=0.28), indicating from the viewpoint of practical significance that use of AD in
multimedia may have moderate effect on inducing positive emotion in students compared to the use of CD. Other effect sizes were
small in terms of magnitude, with values of 0.12 for CD-ND, 0.14 for AD-ADSE and 0.15 for the ND-AD groups. Note that the smallest
effect (r=12) was observed between the CD and ND groups, which may be interpreted as using CD in multimedia may have the least
effect on inducing positive emotions in students compared to the use of ND. In summation, consistent with Hypothesis 1, the use of
different levels of emotional design in multimedia contributed significantly to the induction of positive emotions in students.

Table 1
Inter-correlations between variables.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.

1. Positive Emotions 1
2. WMC .01 1
3. Mental Effort .06 .01 1
4. Pretest Recall .03 .30∗∗ -.03 1
5. Pretest Transfer .06 .25∗ -.07 .48∗∗ 1
6. Posttest Recall .04 .42∗∗ .04 .34∗∗ .45∗∗ 1
7. Posttest Transfer -.09 .40∗∗ .02 .39∗∗ .56∗∗ .63∗∗ 1

Note. **p < .01, *p < .05, WMC = Working Memory Capacity.

Table 2
Results of the Kruskal-Wallis test regarding students’ positive emotion scores.

Group N Mean Rank df χ2 P

ND 28 48.59 3 9.86 .020
CD 25 41.02
AD 28 58.02
ADSE 25 66.42

Note. ND = Neutral Design, CD = Colorful Design, AD=Anthropomorphic Design, ADSE=Anthropomorphic Design and Sound Effects. Boldface indicates sig-
nificant difference.
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5.2. Mental effort ratings

Independent Samples Kruskal-Wallis test was used to explore whether or not mental effort ratings were significantly affected by
the use of different levels and complexity of emotional design. Table 4 shows the results of the Kruskal-Wallis test. The test was
significant, H (3)= 9.823, p= .020, showing that mental effort ratings were significantly affected by the use of different levels and
complexity of emotional design in multimedia. Mean ranks were 45.11 for the ND group, 67.84 for CD, 56.73 for AD, and 44.94 for
the ADSE group. A boxplot graph was provided to explore the initial picture regarding the difference among groups (see Fig. 10).

As Fig. 10 illustrates, mental effort ratings tend to increase from the ND to CD groups. However, from CD to AD and ADSE groups,
students’ mental effort ratings seem to decrease linearly, as the levels and complexity of emotional design increases. To explore the
exact nature of the differences between groups in detail, pairwise comparisons with adjusted alpha values (Bonferroni correction)
were conducted (see Table 5).

As shown by Table 5, two significant differences were observed between the ND-CD and ADSE-CD comparisons, while other
differences were insignificant. Students who were taught with Colorful Design (CD) exerted higher levels of mental efforts than
students taught by Neutral Design (ND) (p= .04), with the respective mean rank values of 67.84 and 45.11. In addition, students who
were taught by Colorful Design (CD) exerted higher levels of mental effort compared to the students who were taught by Anthro-
pomorphic Design and Sound Effects (ADSE) (p= .050), with the respective mean rank values of 67.84 and 44.94. Considering the
effect sizes, the largest effect sizes were observed for the ADSE-CD and ND-CD comparisons (r=0.37), indicating medium to large
effects. Small to medium effect sizes were observed for the ND-AD, ADSE-AD and AD-CD comparisons respectively (r=0.19,
r=0.19, r=0.18). The effect size for the ND-ADSE comparison was quite low (r=0.00), showing nearly zero effect.

According to the results, consistent with Hypothesis 2, it was discovered that students’ mental effort ratings were significantly
affected by use of different levels and complexity of emotional design in multimedia.

Fig. 9. Boxplots showing the change of positive emotions across groups.

Table 3
Results of pairwise comparisons between groups regarding students’ positive emotion scores.

Sample 1-Sample 2 Test Statistic SE z p Adj.p. R

CD-ND 7.57 8.46 0.90 .37 1.00 .12
CD-AD −17.00 8.46 −2.01 .04 0.27 .28
ND-AD −9.43 8.22 −1.15 .25 1.00 .15
CD-ADSE −25.40 8.70 −2.92 .00 0.02 .41
ND-ADSE −17.83 8.46 −2.11 .04 0.21 .29
AD-ADSE −8.40 8.46 −0.99 .32 1.00 .14

Note. ND = Neutral Design, CD = Colorful Design, AD=Anthropomorphic Design, ADSE=Anthropomorphic Design and Sound Effects. Boldface indicates sig-
nificant difference.

Table 4
Results of the Kruskal-Wallis test regarding students’ mental effort ratings.

Group N Mean Rank df χ2 p

ND 28 45.11 3 9.823 .020
CD 25 67.84
AD 28 56.73
ADSE 25 44.94

Note. ND = Neutral Design, CD = Colorful Design, AD=Anthropomorphic Design, ADSE=Anthropomorphic Design and Sound Effects. Boldface indicates sig-
nificant difference.
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5.3. Learning achievement scores

The final aim of the study was to test whether or not achievement scores were significantly affected by the use of different levels
and complexity of emotional design in multimedia. Two separate ANCOVA tests were conducted for recall and transfer of learning.
Prior knowledge and working memory capacity (WMC) were regarded as covariates.

With regard to recall of learning, it was found that both the pretest recall, F (1, 100)= 7.13, p= .009 and WMC, F (1,
100)= 13.27, p= .000, were significant covariates. Considering the main effect, it was found that after adjusting for pretest recall
and WMC scores, there was a significant mean difference in students' posttest recall scores across the treatment groups, F (3,
100)= 3.61, p = .016. That is, use of emotional design in multimedia significantly affected students' post-recall scores. The strength
of the relationship between treatment conditions and post-recall scores was medium, as indicated by a partial eta-squared of 0.10
(Green & Salkind, 2005). In other words, the use of different levels of emotional design in multimedia accounted for 10% of variance
in students’ post-recall test scores. Post-hoc comparisons with Bonferroni correction were performed for multiple comparisons to
reveal which groups differed significantly (see Table 6).

As Table 6 displays, the CD group has the highest adjusted mean score (M=14.31) of all treatment conditions. The adjusted mean
scores of the ADSE, AD and ND groups are 14.06, 13.86 and 11.85 respectively. Among all the pairwise comparisons, only the
difference between the CD and ND groups was significant; with differences between groups for other pairwise comparisons found as
not significant. The CD group (M=14.31) significantly outperformed the ND group (M=11.85) in terms of their posttest recall
scores.

Considering the transfer of learning, results indicated that both the pretest transfer, F (1,100)= 37.82, p = .000 and WMC, F
(1,100)= 10.83, p = .001, were significant covariates. Considering the main effect, the treatment effect was not significant, F
(3,100)= 0.94, p= .422. Since the main effect regarding post-transfer scores was not significant, pairwise comparisons were not
performed.

Fig. 10. Boxplot showing the change of mental effort ratings across groups.

Table 5
Results of pairwise comparisons between groups regarding students’ mental effort.

Sample1-Sample2 Test Statistic SE z p Adj.p. r

ND-CD −22.73 8.44 −2.69 .01 0.04 .37
ADSE-CD 22.90 8.68 2.64 .01 0.05 .37
ND-AD −11.63 8.20 −1.42 .16 0.94 .19
AD-ADSE 11.79 8.44 1.40 .16 0.97 .19
ADSE-ND 0.17 8.44 0.02 .98 1.00 .00
AD-CD 11.11 8.44 1.32 .19 1.00 .18

Note. ND = Neutral Design, CD = Colorful Design, AD=Anthropomorphic Design, ADSE=Anthropomorphic Design and Sound Effects. Boldface indicates sig-
nificant difference.

Table 6
Means, adjusted means and adjusted means difference regarding posttest recall scores.

Group M Adjusted M 1. 2. 3. 4.

1. ND 11.61 11.85
2. CD 14.44 14.31 2.46*
3. AD 13.93 13.86 2.01 -.45
4. ADSE 14.12 14.06 2.21 -.25 .20

Note. ND = Neutral Design, CD = Colorful Design, AD=Anthropomorphic Design, ADSE=Anthropomorphic Design and Sound Effects. Boldface indicates sig-
nificant difference.
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Given the results as reported, it could be argued that the results are partially congruent with Hypothesis 3. Among all emotional
design elements, only the use of Colorful Design (CD) approach in multimedia significantly affected recall of learning compared to the
use of Neutral Design (ND); whereas, none of the emotional design elements affected transfer of learning significantly.

6. Discussion and conclusion

The purpose of the current study was to investigate the effect of various emotional design approaches in instructional multimedia
on positive emotion, mental effort and learning achievement.

6.1. Positive emotions

Based on the cardiac coherence values obtained from HRV analysis through emWave device, this study's results demonstrated that
positive emotions differed significantly with respect to the type of emotional design. That is, materials which adopted different
emotional design approaches (ND, CD, AD, and ADSE) contributed significantly to the induction of positive emotions among students.
Generally, as the extent of emotional design increased, positive emotions also tended to increase. This result is consistent with the
literature on emotional design, suggesting that affective qualities of learning materials increase positive emotions during learning
(Plass et al., 2014; Um et al., 2012). Although the overall effect was significant, the only significant difference among groups was
found between the CD group that adopted Colorful Design and the ADSE group that adopted Anthropomorphic Design and Sound
Effects. ADSE material produced more positive emotions in students compared to the CD material. Given this finding, it seems that
multimedia material in which the combination of interesting sound effects, facial expressions (anthropomorphism of lifeless objects
and facial expression of human characters) and attention-grabbing colors was found to be much more effective in producing positive
emotions than multimedia material that used attention-grabbing colors only.

Although the ADSE group, which included all emotional design approaches, resulted in the highest level of average positive
emotions, this group also saw the largest deviation. This may be because the ADSE design may have attracted students’ attention and
curiosity that in turn resulted in enhanced positive emotions. On the other hand, the design may also have disturbed or annoyed those
students, especially those who are intrinsically motivated and do not need any additional emotional design elements in order to learn
(Clark, 1982).

It is interesting to note that although the difference was not significant, considering the effect sizes, it was observed that the ADSE-
ND and AD-CD comparisons were nearly medium. The size of the effect was smallest between the CD-ND groups, meaning from the
viewpoint of practical significance that use of CD in multimedia has the least effect on induction of positive emotion compared to the
use of ND. Taking into consideration all statistical and practical differences, the results are consistent with the current literature on
emotional design. That is, as expected, more positive emotions were induced among students as the amount of emotional design
elements increased (Dong, 2007; Plass et al., 2014; Um et al., 2012).

6.2. Mental effort

With regard to mental effort, the results showed that multimedia materials with different levels of emotional design affected the
amount of mental effort. However, it was surprising that mental effort did not change in parallel with the extent of emotional design.
Specifically, students taught by CD material spent more mental effort compared to the students taught by ND; whereas, students
taught by ADSE spent less mental effort compared to students taught by CD.

The limited literature found on emotional design shows that the use of emotional design elements in multimedia decreased the
level of perceived task difficulty compared to the neutral design (Plass et al., 2014; Um et al., 2012), suggesting that the use of
emotional design elements in multimedia might have resulted in students perceiving learning tasks as easy tasks to do. In line with
this finding, for the current study, students in the ADSE group might have exerted less effort to learn the subject since they might have
perceived the task as easy to do due to the use of emotional design elements (i.e., anthropomorphism of inanimate objects, expressive
facial expressions of human beings and sound effects). Albeit indirectly, this result is also congruent with the literature showing that
affective design elements of a material reduced the amount of time devoted to a task (Haaranen, Ihantola, Sorva, & Vihavainen, 2015;
Sitzmann & Johnson, 2014). From these results, it may be plausible to argue that mental effort to be devoted to a task can be
influenced by the structure of a learning environment. Learners manage their mental effort according to the perceived task difficulty
of courses (Pintrich, 2000). The perception of “being difficult to learn” of the instructional messages that are delivered by the learning
environments might actually lead students to exert a substantial amount of effort in order to make sense of those instructional
messages (Sitzmann & Johnson, 2014). In the current study, the decrease of mental effort investment from the CD group to other
groups may be due to the use of interesting emotional design features in multimedia being perceived by the students as “easy to
learn” because of their “entertaining appearance.” Considering the entertaining appearance of the AD and ADSE materials, students
might have made inaccurate judgments regarding the amount of effort they must exert in order to achieve (Clark, 1982). A similar
pattern of results was also found in Salomon's (1984) study who found that “easy” materials or those considered to have an “en-
tertaining appearance” may result in less mental effort investment.

In summary, inconsistent with Mayer and Estrella (2014) [Experiment 1], in the current study, students who used AD and ADSE
did not show a higher level of mental effort compared to students who used CD. On the other hand, the use of CD material resulted in
more mental effort investment in students compared to the use of ND material. Considering grayscale color scheme structure of the
ND material, as expected, it was probable that the students would not give their best effort to learn the contents of ND material due to
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underestimation of the design.

6.3. Learning achievement (recall and transfer)

The third finding of the current study was that the use of different emotional design approaches in multimedia affected recall but
not transfer of learning. With regard to recall of learning, it was discovered that students taught by CD material outperformed
students taught by ND. What can be deduced from these results is that only the use of attention-grabbing colors affected recall of
learning scores. Facial expressions and sound effects seemed to affect neither recall nor transfer of learning. These results are con-
sistent with the study conducted by Park et al. (2015), showing that expressive anthropomorphism does not contribute to learning
compared to colorful design, and also the study of Haaranen et al. (2015) in showing that anthropomorphic graphics does not lead to
higher achievement scores compared to abstract graphics. On the other hand, the current study's results are inconsistent with some
other studies (e.g., Mayer & Estrella, 2014; Um et al., 2012), which showed that a combination of attention-grabbing colors and
anthropomorphism was much more effective than neutral design. However, such studies adopted a “two groups comparison ap-
proach” by using multi-forms of emotional design approaches for the treatment group and none for the control group. In such studies,
the significant difference may be due to weaknesses of the neutral design, rather than the strength of the emotional design, because
for a neutral design that adopted grayscale or black and white coloring, it may be difficult for learners to discriminate and understand
the essential and important parts of the instruction. Apart from the aforementioned studies, the current study investigated the effect
of emotional design in a gradually increased manner in which the extent of emotional design increased gradually. In this way, the
researchers had the chance to explore the graduating effect of distinct design elements on positive emotions and learning outcomes;
which revealed different results patterns when compared to previous studies (e.g., Mayer & Estrella, 2014; Um et al., 2012). Sub-
sequent studies investigated the effect of discriminating various design issues and their distinctive effect on learning, and found that
different results were observed when those design elements were not considered together but one by one (Heidig et al., 2015; Park
et al., 2015; Plass et al., 2014).

Considering all of these findings together in terms of learning achievement, from the viewpoint of surface and deep learning, it
could be argued that at least one emotional design manipulation (attention-grabbing, saturated or bright colors) affected surface
learning (as indicated by recall of learning). On the other hand, none of the emotional design manipulations had an effect on deep
learning (transfer of learning), which is in line with the literature. For example, Brom et al. (2016) found that anthropomorphic faces
and comical graphics only superficially affected recall of learning scores. Other studies also found that emotional design manip-
ulations were mostly effective for surface learning (Mayer & Estrella, 2014; Plass et al., 2014 [Experiment 1]). As reported by Brom
et al. (2016), only the original study of Um et al. (2012) showed emotional design to affect both deep and surface learning. To
summarize, the current study found that learning outcomes were not greatly affected by the use of different levels or complexity of
emotional design.

This current study employed a more direct measure of emotion recognition (emWave) in order to evaluate the effect of using
different emotional design approaches on multimedia learning. To summarize, the results support the idea that positive emotional
design may induce positive emotions in learners. However, positive emotions induced by multimedia materials may not greatly affect
learning. Moreover, although the learners taught by multimedia with Anthropomorphic Design and Sound Effects (ADSE) exhibited
positive emotions during the learning session, they invested less mental effort in order to learn a topic. It is likely that learners did not
spend the necessary amounts of mental effort due to the perceived interesting and entertaining appearance of learning environments.
Nevertheless, it could not be argued that either anthropomorphism or sound effects are without use, since they neither improved
learners’ learning nor hampered it (as seductive details did).

The findings of the current study have a set of considerable implications that may be useful for instructional designers and
practitioners for their future practices. First of all, instructional designers and practitioners should be careful in their considerations of
using emotional design elements in multimedia. They should drop the myth that “liking” always results in “learning” (Clark & Lyons,
2010), and should be aware of the potential benefits and pitfalls of using emotional design elements in multimedia. For this reason,
instructional designers should first give priority to promoting cognitive rather than emotional interest. They should first use cognitive
design elements in multimedia congruent with the cognitive theories of learning, and then carefully incorporate emotional design
elements into multimedia by considering the limited capacity of cognitive resources and students' perceptions. Simply augmenting
emotional interest does not guarantee better learning (Park, 2005). On the other hand, evidence from this current study suggests that
although expressive facial expressions along with sound effects did not produce better learning outcomes, they were effective in terms
of increasing learners’ positive emotions. On that basis, the potential emotional and motivational benefits of such design elements
should not be ignored by practitioners. Emotional design elements may be used for those students who possess low levels of in-
dividual interest towards a topic and for those who possess low motivation to learn. In this sense, analyzing the different char-
acteristics of learners may help teachers utilize emotional design elements more efficiently. Instructional designers could design
learning environments in a manner compatible with distinct learner characteristics. For example, with the help of personalized
learning environments, the unique needs of different individuals could be satisfied.

6.4. Limitations of the study

A number of potential limitations to the current study need to be considered. The first limitation is about the lack of the baseline
for the emotional measure. Unlike most previous research on emotional design (e.g., Park et al., 2015; Plass et al., 2014; Um et al.,
2012), external mood inducement procedures as a proxy of the baseline could not be used due to the length of the experiment time
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and difficulty of the classroom management. Besides, learners’ motivational profiles (e.g., intrinsic or extrinsic) and emotional states
they brought to the experiment were not known specifically. Although addressed by the research limitedly (e.g., Knörzer, Brünken, &
Park, 2016), future additional work on the issue would help researchers to better understand how different learner characteristics
moderate the effect of emotional design on learning. Future studies may also relate personalized choice based learning environments
literature to emotional design (Rey, 2012; Song & Keller, 2001).

The majority of previous studies on emotional design, including the current study, focused on natural sciences (e.g., work and
energy, how a virus causes a cold, immunization) as learning domains. Although incorporating emotional design elements into
multimedia may be easier and more applicable for the scientific topics, the element interactivity or difficulty level may be higher in
science learning than other domains. Additionally, the results of the current study are pertinent to 7th grade students of a particular
middle school. As a result, the findings may therefore be limited to those student groups. Hence, further studies on emotional design
could target other learning domains (e.g., social sciences) and different study groups.

In order to increase ecological validity, this current study was conducted within the curriculum for a period of three weeks.
Accordingly, randomization of each student to the conditions was not possible which prompted the adoption of a pretest/posttest
quasi-experimental design. Future studies could replicate this study in more controlled laboratory conditions by using emWave
Emotion Recognition Technology and comparing results to the current study. In such studies, it could also be possible to explore
students’ Heart Rate Rhythm Patterns instead of average coherence scores. In this way, a more accurate and detailed picture of
emotional states of students could be monitored.
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